
Important Dates and Events

May 4th, 1:00PM: 13th Annual Perceptual & Cognitive

Science Forum: "Rational use of cognitive resources in

humans and machines" by Thomas L. Griffiths (Princeton

University), register here!

May 6th, 5:00PM: End of Academic School Year Celebration,

Zoom link to follow 

For a full list of our past RuCCS events, visit here! 

Rutgers Giving Day 2021

This year, the Rutgers Center for Cognitive Science participated in Rutgers Giving Day

for the first time! Thanks to our 70+ supporters, we were able to place Top 5 on the

Newcomers Leaderboard and win extra funding. Donations from Rutgers Giving Day

will be applied to 3 main areas:

1. Innovation: Seed money for select innovative undergraduate ideas

2. Infrastructure: Equipment and support to encourage experiential engagement

with cognitive science methods

3. Networking: Events to cultivate a deep connection between cognitive science

students and the Rutgers community

Our students, staff, and faculty will benefit greatly from the generosity of our

supporters!

Introducing the RuCCS Linktree! 

Visit the RuCCS Linktree at linktr.ee/ruccs to

easily access our official website and navigate

through our social media profiles.

CogSci Student Spotlight

For this edition of the RuCCS Newsletter, we had the pleasure of speaking with Janiya

Peters and Priya Jain: two graduating seniors in Cognitive Science who have exemplified

academic excellence during their time here at Rutgers. The two students told us about their

majors, best experiences, and plans for the future. 

Janiya Peters, Undergraduate Senior in CogSci

For her undergraduate studies, Janiya Peters majored in

Cognitive Science with a minor in Economics. Janiya says,

“Declaring my major was a journey.” She had initially entered

college looking to do IT or Computer Science. While she loved

the introductory computing courses she’d taken, she found the

upper-level courses challenging. Meanwhile, Janiya found herself

growing more interested in user interaction with technology

along with the relationship between brains and computers and

how the two model each other. Cognitive science, and specifically

the Mind, Machines, and Computations track, allowed Janiya to

explore this unique intersection. She says, “I’m so grateful I found

this discipline my sophomore year, and it’s grown so much since I first

entered the major.”

In terms of what she found most appealing about her chosen

field, Janiya loves the range of classes offered by her studies.

She’s taken classes in Cognitive Science, Computer Science,

Biology, Psychology, and Philosophy, alongside classes in Python

exploring language and machine learning, decision-making and

bias, and information theory. “I think most students would be

surprised to learn that there is a major that is so interdisciplinary,” she

notes. Janiya also commends a course by Dr. Mary Rigdon,

Associate Teaching Professor at RuCCS. “I really enjoyed Dr.

Rigdon’s Cognition and Decision-making course. We learned about

rational and irrational agents, and how the level of information in a

market can change outcomes. Experimental and behavioral

economics have interesting implications for e-commerce.” She also

learned a lot as a research assistant in the Decision and Economic

Sciences Lab.

At Rutgers, Janiya became heavily involved in the Rutgers

Honors College. She was the Mentor-in-Residence of the

Douglass women’s wing and is still involved in the Douglass

Honors College Coalition (DHCC). As she completes her senior

year, Janiya is currently the graphic designer for Rutgers Women

in Information Technology & Informatics (WITI). “Cognitive

Science Club and Rutgers Blueprint are also great organizations with

fantastic people!”

Outside of her major, Janiya’s favorite academic experience was

attending the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in

Computing in Houston, Texas in 2018 which she attended with

the Douglass DIMACS program. She remembers there being

hundreds of tech companies and young women interested in

coding at the celebration. She enjoyed her time at the event and

learned about non-software engineering opportunities in the

technology field such as user experience research. Additionally,

Janiya is a Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement

Scholar, a program which helps low-income, first generation,

and/or underrepresented students pursue doctoral study. “I’m so

thankful to this program for the many conferences, research, and

funding opportunities it gave me at Rutgers.”

In fall of 2021, Janiya will move on to start her Ph.D. in

Information Management and Systems at the University of

California-Berkeley. Her goal is to mitigate abusive online

patterns and increase user autonomy through research. She is

very excited to start this new journey in the 5-6 year program in

which she will be a Chancellor’s Fellow and Information School

Graduate Scholar—both of which grant her funding to pursue her

research interests as well as opportunities for mentorship and

growth. “I owe a ton of thanks to Dr. Rigdon, RuCCS, Rutgers Honors

College, Douglass Residential College, Ronald E. McNair Program, and

LSAMP Program for aiding me in my journey.”

Priya Jain, Undergraduate Senior in CogSci/Economics

As she completes her undergraduate studies, Priya Jain double

majors in Cognitive Science and Economics. Priya chose to major

in Cognitive Science because of its multifaceted nature. As a

freshman, she recalls being interested in a multitude of different

subjects. She found specifically that she was interested in

understanding the brain and behavior, but also in computer

science and business. The combination of cognitive science and

economics as her majors allowed her to explore all of these

areas. 

What Priya found most appealing about Cognitive Science is how

it taught her to visualize problems from different perspectives.

Through her double major, she’s learned to appreciate the views

of a neuroscientist, economist, computer scientist, and

psychologist on different concepts and theories within her

studies and research. “It is really amazing to be able to gain such a

multidisciplinary education,” she begins. "One of my favorite classes

was Cognition and Decision Making with Dr. Rigdon. It was

fascinating to learn about decision making concepts and then see

them play out in real time labs. Moreover, Dr. Rigdon has been an

incredible mentor to me. There were times when I was unsure about

what I wanted to do and she helped me think clearly, eliminate my

doubts, and stay on track. I am grateful to have had her guidance

throughout my academic journey."

Outside of her majors, Priya is a part of a social cognition

research lab where she researched biases in machine learning

and natural language processing. “Being in a research lab has been a

great experience because I’ve learned about the stages of conducting

research and have been able to deep dive into topics that interest me.”

Along with research lab, her other activities at Rutgers include

involvement with the Cognitive Science Club and playing table

tennis on campus back during in-person classes.

After graduation, Priya plans on attending Carnegie Mellon

University in the fall to work towards her Master of Science

degree in Human-Computer Interaction. In the future, she

aspires to become a product designer or product manager in

order to design and build better experiences. 

Dr. Mary Rigdon is an Associate Teaching Professor at RuCCS who advised both Janiya and

Priya during their time at Rutgers. Dr. Rigdon says, “I am incredibly proud of Janiya and Priya!

Both of them are passionate about using human-centered approaches to create and build ethical,

user-centered, and data-driven technologies. Mentoring them through research and having them as

students in my courses was very rewarding. It is wonderful to see them furthering their education

and I am confident we will be hearing about their exciting research in the years to come.”

These stories about our graduating seniors hope to inspire any undergraduate students

reading to keep going and strive for excellence. Congratulations to Janiya and Priya on their

academic achievements thus far!

CogSci Faculty & Postdoc Spotlight

RuCCS Affiliate Karin Stromswold selected as recipient of

the 2019-2020 School of Arts and Sciences Award for

Distinguished Contributions to Undergraduate Education

Congratulations to Dr. Karin Stromswold, RuCCS Affiliate and

Professor of Psychology, has been selected as a recipient of the 2019-

2020 Rutgers School of Arts and Science Award for Distinguished

Contributions to Undergraduate Education at the Professor rank! The

awards for Distinguished Contributions to Undergraduate Education

are given annually to professors and teaching assistants in the School

of Arts and Sciences (SAS) to "recognize their outstanding

achievements in and beyond the classroom, their engagement with

their students and pedagogic communities, and their overall

commitment to the undergraduate education mission." Read more

about Dr. Stromswold, the award, and other recipients in the article

here!

RuCCS EC Member Dr. Julien Musolino invited to speak at

the 2021 Vatican Conference

Dr. Julien Musolino, RuCCS Executive Councilmember and Associate

Professor of Psychology, is one of the invited speakers for the Fifth

International Vatican Conference taking place from May 6th through

May 8th. The discussion of this year's conference is "Exploring the

Mind, Body & Soul - Unite to Prevent & Unite to Cure." Along with Dr.

Musolino, Dr. Anthony Fauci, Deepak Chopra, Chelsea Clinton, Ray

Dalio, and many other professionals are also invited speakers at the

conference. For further information on the 2021 Vatican Conference,

visit here. 

RuCCS Affiliate Mariapaola D'Imperio elected to the

International Speech Communication Association Board

for 2021-2025

Mariapaola D'Imperio, RuCCS Affiliate and Distinguished Professor,

has been elected to the International Speech Communication

Association (ISCA) Board for 2021-2025. She is elected to the board

alongside 7 other international members from the US, the UK,

Singapore, Sweden, Japan, India, and the Netherlands. For more on

ISCA, visit the website here.

RuCCS EC Member Konstantinos Michmizos to give

keynote speech on Neuromorphic Computing and Neuro-

Robotics at the 2021 IEEE International Conference

Konstantinos Michmizos, RuCCS EC Member, will be giving the

keynote speech on Neuromorphic Computing and Neuro-Robotics at

the 2021 IEEE International Conference on Imaging Systems and

Techniques (IST). The conference is to be held on August 24th-26th of

this year in New York. The IEEE IST is the premier conference

demonstrating frontier research results in imaging technologies,

systems, and techniques. For more information on the conference,

visit here. 

RuCCS Postdoc Austin A. Baker interviewed on Ipse Dixit

podcast

Austin A. Baker, RuCCS Postdoc, was interviewed on the Ipse Dixit

podcast, a podcast on legal scholarship, alongside their collaborator J.

Remy Green to discuss their article "There is No Such Thing as a Legal

Name: A Strange, Shared Delusion." In the interview, Baker discusses

how there is no universal definition of a "legal name" contrary what

most people believe. Furthermore, Baker argues in the interview that

the law can and does allow people to use the names they want. Baker

also reflects on the harms caused by refusing to use someone's correct

name. You can listen to the full podcast here!

Congratulations to...

Jason Geller, RuCCS' Research Programmer whose scientific

paper was accepted for publication in the Journal of

Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition! 

In the paper titled "Is This Going to Be on The Test? Test Expectancy

Moderates the Disfluency Effect with Sans Forgetica," Dr. Jason Geller

and colleague Dr. Daniel Peterson of Skidmore College examine

whether the popular eccentric typeface "Sans Forgetica" can truly

enhance memory as largely believed by the media without scientific

backing. Geller decided to conduct the scientific studies needed to

assess these claims. The experiment was able to conclude that the

unique typeface can enhance memory, but only under certain

conditions. Read more about it in the paper here!

Carolina Flores, RuCCS Graduate Student, who won the

SWIP-NYC Essay Prize for her paper on epistemic styles!

Congratulations to graduate student Carolina Flores who won the

Society for Women in Philosophy - New York City (SWIP-NYC) essay

prize for her submission! The SWIP-NYC essay prize competition

takes place annually and is open to graduate students in all areas of

philosophy who are women or who have ever been identified as

women. Winners of the competition are invited to present their

papers in New York City in the second half of the spring semester.

Flores is the 2021 competition's co-winner for her paper on epistemic

styles titled, "Changing Minds with Style," alongside Eliana Peck of the

City University of New York. 

Konstantinos Michmizos, RuCCS EC Member, for being

granted tenure in Computer Science!

For more on Michmizos and his work, you can visit the Computational

Brain Lab website here.

Robert Esposito, Prosody Lab student advised by Professor

Mariapaola D'Imperio, who received a prize for his Honors

Thesis on El Salvador Spanish Intonation and the Linguistics

Department's Research Excellence Award!

For more on the Rutgers Prosody Lab, visit the website here.

Ways to Engage with Cognitive Science

Get involved in the CogSci Club

Follow the CogSci Club on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook (all

@rucogsciclub) for club updates! The club can also be found on

Rutgers getINVOLVED where the club aims to keep in touch with

members directly. All relevant links are updated frequently and can be

found at linktr.ee/rucogsciclub. 

Check out new episodes of Autism Thinks

Autism Thinks is a podcast created by CogSci student Hannah Varkey

and produced by the New Jersey Autism Center of Excellence

(NJACE). Learn all about neuroscience and technology while changing

your perspective on autism, the mind, and the world around you! The

podcast's most recent episode features Dr. Elizabeth Rosenzweig

and focuses on reflections on quantitative biomedicine, pursuing a

PhD, and autism advocacy. Listen here or on any podcast streaming

platform!

Contact RuCCS' Research Programmer Dr. Jason Geller 

If you need help programming or troubleshooting your experiment,

need a statistical consultation, or need help debugging some code,

contact our Research Programmer Dr. Geller through his email:

jason.geller@ruccs.rutgers.edu. If you have a specific need, you can fill

out the research request form here.
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